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About This Game

WARNING: Rktcr is very, very difficult (though only in a brutally fair way).

Rktcr (from "rocket car", pronounced /ɹktkɹ/) is a physics-based side-view action-platformer-turned-puzzle-platformer; that is,
it's an action game meant to be played thoughtfully at much slower than real-time.

Rktcr is tool-assisted-speed-run: the game. Players can see the future and control the flow of time, allowing them to play frame-
perfectly. Paths through levels can be easily shared, for boasting or collaboration.

Rktcr contains 37 challenge levels, ranging from easy to impossible; and 31 world levels, algorithmically arranged into 300
worlds of varying complexity. All told, there are more than 1600 paths to discover and optimize.

The Steam release of Rktcr adds Achievements, Trading Cards, and a smattering of graphical polish.
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I had a few too many drinks and ended up playing this. It was a funny experience.
https://youtu.be/J_FdO6YufeE. A bit hard but enjoyable game.
You should try to play this game too!
Good game , Good Price. Overly simplistic and just kind of frustrating at even normal difficulty. I've recently played the
physical copy of Abalone for the first time, and really enjoyed the tactics involved.

Shortly after, I found out it was ported to iphone\/android.

This week, I find it on steam sale for pc.

Worth it for the local multiplayer alone, let alone the AI vs and puzzle modes.. The art and music are absolutely lovely - i like it
for that alone. I wish more games had this art style. i love it.

Storytelling mode isn't my favourite here, though. It is a straight up turn-based rpg and it doesn't seem very nvolved in terms of
story, though i like the character- it's more like a series of quests woven together by the common core quest and there's more
fighting than storytelling so far? the caracters are nice but not very immersive, either. It doesn't seem like a very involved
writing, sadly! The art and music are so so lovely though!

 i guess my impressions might change when i reach book 5? I hope there is an ending to this thing. i like it well enough the ART
and music and are just superb, id like to see more games in this art style. It's lovely. I think id like to finish it, even though
storytelling/writing quality is quite bland so far.. It gives me memories of a FTL like game. The development is amazing every
update has much to offer be it UI change or quests they are all perfect in my mine. 10/10 would float again. Really fun game. It
is possible to do all 6 levels 3 stars as 2 players Coop. It's difficult but completely possible :D
Not as long as Overcooked but definitely worth it . Worthy of it's genre.

I hope more of this type of game come out in different flavors.
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It works good.. extreamly unstable; crashes whernever I call in a citidel or bring up sat map. nice ! good to have this game back
!!. Short and sweet.

Also I learned that Russians are great.. This Game's Beans were too Hot. i can't finish a single ♥♥♥♥ing race without
encountering a bug that freezes the screen and makes me exit. all serious sam games are the same, random crap screaming and
blowing up, did i mention they all run towards you and try to kill you.. picking up a can has never felt so immersive
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